
  Masters Swimming Ontario 

Board of Directors Meeting 

MS Teams meeting 
Tuesday, July 14th, 2021 

 
Board Members Present: Brigitte Zirger (President & Secretary for this meeting), Beth Carey, 
Phil Rogers. 
 
Regrets: Andrea Schwartz Smith, Rod Beauprie, Jake Nesovic (VP), Michael Sweny (Treasurer), 
Sue Weir. 
 
No quorum, but discussion of the following topics related to launch of the 50th anniversary 
celebrations:  

 We have the final version of the logo in jpg.  The vector file is pending. All photo-shopped 
versions now replaced with the “official artwork”. 

 Mike provided the CMHA’s approval of our donation paragraph. They will track donations 
once we release the blast out.  Mike to send them the blast out signaling the “50th” is 
active. 

 The blast out is ready to go. Official logos are now inserted.  Beth requested we include 
Twitter in the list of social media.  Beth created an MSOSwims twitter account and will 
manage it. 

 For the blast out, we will remove the MSO logo but make it clear that the organizations 
behind this are CIMS-MSO-MSM.  Phil reviewing the draft blast outs this evening. 

 For the blast out, I have about 6k emails in the service. I will do a single email out. Most are 
Ontario but the penetration is in BC, Man and NB as well.  There may be other provinces in 
the list as well. 

 The blast out is with the translator and hopefully will return tomorrow. The French will be 
appended to the English.  Phil consulting with a Quebec friend on the best translation of 
Master Swimming in Canada. It is needed for the logo and other text. 

 Pierre L is on board and we expect his letter any day (promised for mid-week).  It will be 
used in our NEXT blast out. - Andrea 

 Beth and Sue are reviewing who to engage via twitter. She will adapt text from Laura’s 6 
bullets and circulate for review to ensure the message is consistent. 

 BZ received suggestions for activities in the fall (not the summer) 

o   Paul who is the president of MSM, suggested inviting people to post “then and 
now”.  A photo of when a person started swimming and now.  What has the pool 
meant to you? 



o   Ian suggested posting profiles of founders.  There are profiles already on the MSO 
website but they are time consuming.  His idea was to keep it short and simply 
post on MSO FB.  Just a photo and a sentence or two. If there is a longer profile, 
add the link.  This will be a fall / winter project. 

  

 In addition, BZ mentioned a few issues arising now. 

o   Insurance, conversation with HUB has begun.  There is interest in coverage of 
directors for legal costs in the event they are sued due to COVID.  Only gross 
negligence would be feasible.  D&O already covers legal costs within the limits. 
Swim Ontario has additional coverage but it is not clear they have gone outside 
the D&O limits.  More work coming. 

 BZ has started to approach for “intent” to hold a swim meet next year, even though we 
don’t yet know what one might look like.  It will be important to get competition going 
again.  

 
 

https://www.mastersswimmingontario.ca/profile-in-masters-swimming/

